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The Client
Wiser is the leading provider of actionable data for better decisions. Wiser 

collects and analyzes online and in-store data with unmatched speed, scale 

and accuracy. The Wiser platform then blends these insights with advanced 

workflow software to drive business value for brands and retailers. Using a 

unique combination of data science and human validation, Wiser offers 

integrated solutions for every aspect of retail, all in one place. 



Problems and Challenges

● How to strategically grow the company

● Engineering is ⅓ the people and ½ the costs….not sustainable

● Hard to hire, hard to retain, crazy high salary demands

● Had an office in Tel Aviv but time zones were challenging

● Mixed prior results in outsourcing: India, Eastern Europe



Goals

● Grow revenue

● Hire good talent quickly and retain them (whether inhouse or outsourced)

● Over time, hire tech more cost effectively

● Expand to an offshore team no later than Q1 2020, and they may be able to 

pull that forward for an early Q4 2019 start.



Wiser Concerns

● Strength/quality of the engineers being brought to the table

● What a typical partner for a team like I described below might look like

● What the onboarding process looks like

● Why Accelerance vs other partners or DIY

 



Possible Start Scope

● Thinking about a team of 5-7 people to start:

○ Tech lead / solution architect

○ 2 Mobile engineers (iOS and Android)

○ 1-2 Server side engineers (polyglot – we’re headed towards mostly java, 

but have some legacy php and ruby as well)

○ 1-2 QA engineers

 



The Onboarding Process



Our Recommendations
● An Accelerance Coach will meet in person with Evan and others at Wiser for 

two days, and remotely over 2-3 weeks, to assess current organizational 

strengths and areas for improvement with respect to “15 Risk Indicators” of 

software development outsourcing readiness.

● A Baseline report will be produced outlining the results of this assessment, 

and indicating areas where Wiser should invest in improvement to increase 

the probability of project success.

● Partner Selection and Weekly Coaching calls for a full quarter to aid in 

developing and implementing strategies for addressing identified risks, and 

to monitor and aid in the progress of project evolution.



The Deliverables

Baseline Report: Outlines organizational readiness with respect to (15) Risk 

Indicators associated with software development outsourcing success.

Weekly Coaching calls with an Accelerance Coach for a full quarter to develop 

and implement strategies for organizational improvement with respect to 

software development and outsourcing processes.



Cost
● The two-day intensive Planning Phase assessment and Baseline report 

costs $15,000 

● The Partner Selection (Connect Phase), followed by a full quarter of 

weekly Coaching calls costs $10,000. This includes scorecarding all 

partners against Wiser’s weighted criteria, shortlisting, real-time 

re-validation of shortlisted partner fit, video due diligence calls and 

intermediation between Wiser and short-listed partners.

● Refer to details of the above in the Accelerance Outsourcing 

Methodology on your Wiser Hero Page

More here

https://www.accelerance.com/accelerance-wiser-solutions
https://www.accelerance.com/accelerance-royal-alliance
https://www.accelerance.com/accelerance-royal-alliance


Path to success

● Coming out of the Planning and Connect Phase, Wiser and Accelerance would 

mutually determine the best path forward for establishing the outsourcing model 

and launching it successfully. This might include other facets of the SOLC 

(software outsourcing lifecycle)



Value

● Accelerance Coaching is 1.2% of a hypothetical 5-person team over two years

● While the cost is small, the impact eliminates true value killers such as overruns, 

change orders, missed deadlines, slowness to market (opportunity cost), technical 

debt, corporate and leadership emotional turmoil and vendor switching costs.

● Deliver on Wiser Goals come hell or high water:

○ Hire good talent quickly and retain them (whether inhouse or outsourced)

○ Over time, hire tech more cost effectively



Why

● We understand you “just” want to find a partner who is going to be a perfect 

match and fulfill all your immediate and long-term needs...

● Accelerance has worked on 1,000’s of offshored projects and hundreds of 

relationships. More than 75 current clients are working with 40+ partners….we 

*know* what it takes to be successful on all relationship levels

● Our mission is to provide the thinnest, yet most powerful set of relationship 

support services to ensure success. Anything less, and months or years and 

millions of dollars become unnecessarily at risk.



The Next Steps
1. Evan and Wiser reviews this high level proposal and provides real time “go-no go” 

feedback

2. If “go”, Accelerance moves relevant content to an SOW and provides this to Evan with 

an MSA

3. Accelerance and Evan determine dates and logistics for this Baseline session.

4. This proposal and supporting documentation can be found on the Wiser-Accelerance 

webpage at https://www.accelerance.com/accelerance-wiser-solutions

 

https://www.accelerance.com/accelerance-wiser-solutions

